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This is precisely «ha, bring, me before you ,his evening. • ,hat is.he ,n.en„on of raising a corner of ,he veil which .oves ,„,.:;experience, word which alwavs admits of a mn,<l H r

"'""\"''"

composed of ,he weapons which have wounu.d us. After ha in',s.ened,o what, have .o say ,o yo„, gentlemen, von w pe "p!
have added very I ttle to what you already know concerning the d gnos

.
e nature and the treatment ofdisea.es. still, , have 'he presump-..on ,o beheve that you shall not have entirely wa.ted vour timebecause ,he re a.ton of mv misfortunes which I intend to make J ,T ifancy, be profitable to all. To those whose conscience is afflic ed wi'.some regrets, ,t will brin, the consoling conviction ,ha. they are o.h only ones ,o mourn over their failures; to the more for.unaLothers who. free from remorse, have been so far spared bv their destiny

.. w,II .mpress the.r mind which the .salu.ory w-arning that ,he TartanRock is not very far away from the Capitol
^

Read lH^fu,e Ih. (luowj Meilico ChirurKical Socitiy.
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In receiving from our worthy President the amiable invitation to

read a paper before this Society, the first thought that struck me was

to report the brilliant cures which I have eflfecled by the skilful treat-

ment exhibited in the course of my practice, the marvellons re^ultH

attained by the means of my incomparable therapeutics, finally, to

establish my indisputable superiority by the display of dazzling statis-

tics. But, such a subject would be most desperately common place ;

those things we read of everywhere in medical reviews when not in

daily newspapers and, what profit would my hearers derive from the

irksome enumeration of my personal achievements? I hold that you

will find it far more interesting to rather hear of my disasters. One

requires quite a large amount of courage, 1 know, to thus dare make a

public confession of his own sins, but, my friends, we are here all

members of the same family, your discretion I trust as well as your

indulgence. It is therefore without the least apprehension that I invite

you to Hccompany me in the kingdom of the dead where, for ever, rest

some of those who having chosen to confide their health and their

existence into my hands, have nevertheless succumbed, victims of

surgery or of the surgeon.

Undoubtedtv. we are right to feel proud of the immense pro^^ress

realised in medical Sciences within the last twenty five years ; the knife

of the surgeon above all, every day saves the life of thousands ofhuman

beings already grazed by the wing of Death, and if the men of the

middle of the last century were suddenly transported in our sumptuous

amphitheatres, they would be amazed at the darings ventured upon by

comtemporary surgery. But, these wonderful results which no one can

gainsy, have not been obtained without difficulty, and this resplendent

picture conceals a dark side where lie many a humiliating failure. That

cannot be helped ; it is always the eternal antithesis, which presides

over the destiny of men and things in this world ; it is by lightning

that the atmosphere recovers its purity, misfortune and tears give back

to the soul the serenity which it had lost, peace grows out of v/ar. life

originates in death. Our failures indeed are certainly to be deplored and

'eave in our memory painful remembrances which time does not

always succeed to efface, but after all, it is the rest of humanity which

4^

i
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shall profit by the mural torments of the surgeon, rendered wiser and

more prudent by his tri ils and his experience. The revolution undergo-

ne by surgery in the last qurrtcr of a century has rendered unavi-iilitble

the formidable necessity ,
' nortality in major abdominal operations,

but out of this relative evil, ' ich good must proceed; in what con-

flagration to be extinguished does not fire unmercifully claim its

share ?

I will not dwell any longer upon these considerations, it would look

as il I were begging for anticipated justification ; let us enter without

further delay into this cemetery where many a time I have alone car-

ried my remorses and mv sighs.

4

Here, ^o\ng in to the left, ties the body of a poor woman, 3H years

of a^e, who died a few days aftti a simple myomectomy. Small fihroid,

situated on the right side of the uterus ; laparotomy, easy enucleation,

closure of the abdomen. Then, septicemia and death on the 13th day.—
Autopsy : The uterus is surrounded by a collection of thick, pinkish

pus ; hardly any trace of peritoneal inflammaticn.

Why this fatal termination following such a simple operation ?

I have since, performed a great manv myomectomies, some of them on

gravid uterus, and everything always passed off most naturally, without

interruption of the pregnancy. Yes, but at the time referred to. I was
serving my first campaign in abdominal surgery ; my operative work
was done in a midst where all was almost exclusively left to myself.

Alone at the head of a surgical service composed of inexperienced

attendants, I was compelled to watch everything personally ; assis-

tance, ligatures, dres 'ngs ; is there any vonder that some strepto-

cocci availed themselves of these conditions to stealthily invade the

operative field to sow in it infection and deati..' According as the

surrounding circumstances grew more favorable, that kind of accidents

lost more and more of iis frequency and to-day, a post-operative septic

infection in my practice, private as well as hospitable, has become
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qtirie an eventful incident which is met but at very ton^ inlervaN

Still, whatever wt: nuiy do and in ^^pitc ofall our precautions, in m) hum-

bjj opinion we shall never be altuj^ether Hheltered from these furniida-

Mo complications which in the majority of cases are chietly responsible

for the mortality following' surgical interference within ihe abdominal

cavity- A metaphysically aseptic operation is a myth, and the opening' of

the Jtbdomen, whatever may be the condiiions in which it occurs,

must always be considered b)' the surgeon ai a challenge which the

organism is every lime susceptible to answer by a disaster. How cimld

it be otherwise t Putting aside technical faults or );ross errors against

the elementary rules of asepsis, In which case the surjjeon receives

*t)en Ihe well deserved chastisement incurred by his ne^lt^ence and his

inrapacit), in the course of a laparotomy even most regularly conduc-

ted, there shall always exist some issues which will entirely escape our

control and throuf^h which pathogenic ^erms may penetrate. We never

close an abdomen without kavin^; behind in the peritoneal cavitv, a mo-

re or less considerable numbt;r of micro-organisms which, if they happen

to be placed in conditions suitable for their development, will prepare

for us quite disagreeable surprises. It is a profound error to believe that

the thousands precautions with which we endeavour to surround our-

selves before and during operation, entirely protect us ag^nlnst the

entrance o( injurious j^erms. Apart from the fortuitous and always pos-

sible contamination of a piece of dressm^, a ligature, an instrument,

are we quite sure, for instance, that the hands of the operator and the

assistants are thoroujjhly desinfected ? You remem^'er with this respect

the experiments of Furbringer am' others, and you know how diflFcult

it is to obtain the absolute surgical purity of the hands of the surgeon

and the abdominal skin of the patient. Again, the air of the operating

room, is it always harmless? At the beginning of the antiseptic era,

Lister never thought of operating but in a cloud of carbolic acid, in

order to guard himselfagainst the micro-organisms which are swarming

in the atmosphere. Me has since, it is true, and perhaps rightly so,

abandoned that practice, still, let a sunbeam shine through an aperture

in any room whatever, and you will easily verify that we literally

breath, live, operate m a bath of dust ;ach atom of which is the vthicle
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ot myrtnds ot more or less morbid a^'cnts which witl freely fmj acce>»

into ihc wide open itbUomen of the patient. Kven the mo^ h 4.>fthtf

operator may sometimes become an important tacior in the intr.'duction

of inU'ctions ^^erms into the abJominal cavity. Vou recollect the series ol

experiments undertaken by lltibncr in Mikiilickn flinic ' Ow a tabl*?

whitli was supposed to lie the operalitij; table, tour Petri boxes witc

arran^'ed cross-like. The author, standinj^ about tut-nty inches fri>m

the nearest box, spoke somctinu's low and at other times in ordinary

voice. These experiments ha\e demonstrutjd that in every case and

especially when one would speak loud, cultures would develop in

|*etrl's boxes, and these cultures were parliculary abundant in tlu holies

situated close to the mouth.

The 'bove considerations prove that whatcxer may be the aseptic

or antiseptic means to which weiesort, jjerms will infallibly enter the

open abdominal cavity and, if contaminrfion produced by their presence

is not in every case followed by untow d symptoms, it is because their

nocent action is par^lvsed by the me;. . of defense which the human
orjjanism possesses, pniviJed the latter enjtiys its normal inlei.;rity and

that the number and virulence of the morhitic aj;ents art M excessive.

Hence the imperious neres>ii\- of examining and seci* ',' the best pos-

sible bodily conditions of a patient who is^oinif to • submitted to a

major operation, in order that he miy^lit victoriously come out of the

strufijjjle he may have to unJerj^o. Hence also the apprehensions always

caused by an operation performed on a patient whose normal and

physical conditions are more or less satisfactory, all other thinjjs bein^

equal. Unfortunately, the appearance offered by certain subjects are at

times very deceptive, and septic complications frequently kill patients

presenting before operation i state of health apparently most favorable

but in whose systemic machinery previously existed a lack of resistance

impossible to suspect. It is in the same order ot ideas that I venture

to explain the traum:itic fever which invariably follows alt serious

operations, without it being necessary to have recourse, as contended

by several observers, to the hypothesis of the absorption of certain

Hbrogenous agents, etc., I rather believe that during the Brst days

which follow the operation, the organism momentarily shocked by the
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surgical traumatism, becomes a prey to germs introduced or even

preexisting in the intimacy of the tissues and betrays its suffering by

elevation of temperature ; but the struggle soon ends in its favour, the

germs art disabled, fever disappears and physiological order is restored.

In other terms, it is an autochton infection, a commencement of septi-

cemia aborted by the powerful means of defense with which the human

organism is endowed.

^fc

Brother surgeons, have you ever had the misfortune after an

operation, to lose a patient from secomlary hemorrhage't The two tombs

which you see here, revive in my memory very mortifying souvenirs :

I have frequently heard of operated patients naving succumbed to

hemorrhage caused by the slipping of a ligature ; the possibility of such

an accident always made me smile. How could a blunder of that kind

be committed? Surely, it is not to me that such a thing would ever

happen ! Presuming on my superiority, according to the definition of

catechism, I was entertaining toward others a feeling of supreme con.

tempt; experience was reserving to my unreasonable conceit quite a

cruel punishment

During the month of February 1899, I operated a young woman,

30 years of age. Simply the bilateral removal of appendages. Ligature

of the pedicle with catgut carefully applied. Shortly after awakening

from anesthesia, the patient presented all the signs of internal hemor-

rhage : pale, bloodless face, thready, rapid pulse. Unfortunately, cer-

tain circumstances prevented my getting near the patient but several

hours after the onset of these symptoms. She was immediately taken

to the operating room where I rapidly reopened the abdomen which

was found full of blood ; the ovarian arteries, both of them, widowed

of their ligatures, were bleeding profusely. I tied them again and

every thing in my power was done to revive the patient : intravenous

injections of normal salt solution, ether and camphorated oi! hypoder-

mically, bandages around the limbs, but all of no avail, the patient died

during the night.
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Poor woman ! . . . Still, the haemostasis during the operation had
been done with the greatest care I assure you. Vou will, I hope, grant
me enough experience and intelligence to thoroughly know all the

technical details in such matter ; then, what guarantee have I against

the possible recurrence of similar accidents in the future ?

Last year, 1 anchored a right floating kidney on a woman aged 40 ;

she rests in peace next to the one whose history I have just related.

As this patient was in the mean time suffering from chronic pelvi-peri-

tonitis, 1 opened the abdomen at the same sittmg and separated nume-
rous adhesions. After the operation every thing looked perfectly satis-

factory, and with the exception of a lew epigastric pains easily relieved

by a sinapism, the patient spent the whole afternoon in a comparatively

good condition. About H o'clock the pulse suddenly became impercep-

tible, a sharp pain was felt in the inferior limb on the right side. Very
soon, the face became bloodless, intense thirst, agitation accompanied

by delirium. All our efforts to save the patient remained useless, she

died at the end of the evening.

You may perhaps wonder why in this case I did not hasten to

reopen the abdomen. Merely because I was not entiiely convinced that

there existed somewhere an internal hemorrhage. And, in the supposi-

tion that there was hemorrhage, was it situated in the renal region or

in the abdomen ? Besides I will confess, and this, without my being in

a position to exactly define what I mean to say, the general appearance

of the patient did not absolutely ressemble what we ordinarily observe

on patients a prey to hemorrhage. Was it not rather operative shock ?

I hesitated. Caught in this alternative, you may easily conceive the

puzzle of the surgeon. If the symptoms are attributed to hemorrhage

whereas they are due to shock, the reopening of the abdomen will

surely be followed by fatal termination. If, on the other hand, in pre-

sence of hemorrhage which is mistaken for shock, we decide to resort

to the heroic and so efficacious means of transfusion, we shall kill our

bleeding patient whose arteries are wide open. Of course, the differen-

tial diagnosis of both these conditions is described and can be read in

text-books, still, 1 assure you that in certain cases, the situation of the

1
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surgeon is most perplexe and, to my mind, it is wiser under such

circumstances to refrain from all active surgical incerference ; painful as

this abstention may be, it has at least the merit of sparing* to the

surgeon the regret of having directly contributed to the catastrophy.

Let us proceed along with our mournful promenade through the

empire of the dead.

Here lie the victims of vaginal and abdominal hysterectomy ;

eleven tombstones !

In order to learn the percentage of my mortality, you would like

very much, I fancy, that I should state thft total number ot hysterecto-

mies I have performed. I will take great care not to comply with

your wishes ; the laws which have the honor to govern me grant all

british subject the privilege of never incriminating himself. Besides, it

will be far more interesting to you to open some of these tombs and

become aware of the circumstances which closed for ever the eyes of the

deceased which they contain.

1 Do you see this hillock still preserving the withered vestiges of the

flowers piously laid by the hand of a poor father? It covers the body

of a young gir', operated for a fibroid of the uterus. Subt tal abdominal

hysterectomy ; operation rapid, regular, presenting no difficulty what-

ever ;
previous health excellent ; death on the sixth day from septice-

mia the cause of which has always remained entirely unknown to me.

This is one of tho-^e cases with which everything made us expect an

uneventful recovery and where fatality brutally came to crush our

hopes. Poor child ! may the sod lie lightly over her !

Here is now an other victim of septic intoxication. This death is a

striking example of the justness of the considerations above mentioned,

with regard to the importance played by a previously good general

condition on a patient who is to undergo a major operation. This

woman, aged 42, came to the hospital, carrying in her abdomen a

voluminous fibroma. Exhausted by successive hemorrhages, she was

t
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deeply anamic
; the face was pale, haematologic examination showed

2,000,000 erjthr.icytes and 25 % hiemoglobin. I refused to operate until

the general state of health had become more satisfactory. After several
weeks of tonic treatment, deeming: circumstances favorable, in spite of
still considerable aniemia, 1 performed abdominal hysterectomy. The
next day, the pulse became rapid, miserable ; temperature gradually
rose to reach 10.5 on the fourth day, and the patient died with
all the symptoms of profound septic intoxication Moral—: On
patients presenting such an anemic appearance as to almost make
us feel tempted to look at it as being of a pernicious nature, whatever
may be the benign character of the subjective symptoms, decline all

major operation if you do not want to incur some unforeseen disas-

ter.

Here I present you a group of three women operated for hysterec-
tomy and who all three, chose the same door to depart from this vale
of tears. All three equally made a good recovery from their operation
and suddenly, without warning, they were carried away by an embolus.
Here is their history in a few words :

Katie***, 49 years. Uterine fibroma. Abdominal hysterectomy
;

operation easy. Normal convalescence. On the 9th day, about 3 p. m.,
she suddenly became ghastly pale and as if she was going to faint.

Pulse was strong, regular, b-.t respiration labored. She complained of
sharp sub-sternal pain and hardly twenty minutes after the beginning
of these symptoms, she had ceased to live.

Miss S ***, 40 years. — Hysterectomy for fibroid. No untoward
symptoms until the l.'lth day when she was seized with violent cepha-
lalgia. The next day, profound stupor, hemiplegia on the right side,

conjugate deviation of the eyes, involuntary stools. For a couple of

days, persistance of these symptoms which finally ended in death.

Mrs. W.***, aged 44.— Fibroma, abdominal hysterectomy. Very
well untill the 26th day when symptoms of phlegmasia alba dolens

i

r
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developed on the left side. This complication followed its ordinary

course but, after a couple of weeks, gastric troubles supervened

accompanied by urticaria. For several days she had obstinate vomiting

which after having momentarily ceased, returned wors*^ than ever,

resisting all imaginable antiemetics. At last, washing of the stomach

brought on considerable relief. One morning, while the gastric washing

was being done as usual, the patient suddenly threw herself backwards

and in a few seconds she was dead.

Is it really embolism which in this case was the cause of death ?

The preexisting phlebitis renders this supposition more than plausible.

Still, could not the washing of the ston.ich be incriminated ? By what

mechanims ? I do not know, but facts of that kind are reported by

some writers ; for mstance, Roux aflfirms having several times seen

patients suffering from ileus who died immediately after washing of the

stomach, without any other apparent accident whatever.

It seems to me that I have more frequently than in my turn

witnessed post-operattve embolic complications. Thus again, I happened

one day to remove a carcinoma of the breast on an old womnn aged

68. She remained several weeks in my ward and was at last getting

ready to go home when on awakening one morning, she was suddenly

seized with suffocation, convulsive rigidity of the limbs and died almost

at once when nothing towards the heart cnuld make us suppose that

death was of cardiac origin.

Embolism is the consequence of thrombosis as you all know.

Thrombosis, followed or not by embolism, is more common than we

think "ter surgical operations, especially those performed in the pelvic

cavity. It is at times a mere aseptic phlebitis, evolving apyretically and

due to an alteration whatever in the composition of tht blood. The

least fortuitous cause helping, intravascular coagulations become quite

easy. The dilatation of the veins as for instance, in fibroid tumor of the

uterus, the fraying of the blood-vessel walls during the manoeuvres

employed by the surgeon to enucleate the tumor, the ligature, the

accidental pricking of vascular bunches by the needle, all these trau-
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matic lesions are susceptible to act as provocating cause in the produc-
tion of thrombosis. But, in the great majority of cases, it is the intec-

tion which is the most powerful factor of vascular coagulations. In

spite of all precautions as I have already said, perfect asepsis is impos-
sible

;
a ligature may become infected, the infection may come from the

neighborhood, from the intestine by example. Then, let a vein happen
to be stretched, scratched, wounded, it becomes at once in a state of

mfcriority with regard to its resistance to the invading of pathogenic
germs and the infection, although reduced to the minimum, may howe-
ver end in the formation of thrombosis. If, by chance, a clot gets loose
and is carried away by the circulatory stream, it will be stopped in

some bifurcation of the pulmonary artery and cause death by embolus.
But, in the absence of this complication, thrombosis can nevertheless
exist and constitute a perpetual menace of this formidable accident.

Do we possess any means of detecting or suspecting these concea-
led thrombosis? Michel, chief of the surgical Clinic of the Faculty of

Medecine of Nancy, points out as an important symptom, the gradually

increasing frequency of the pulse during convalescence and this, while

the temperature remains entirely or almost normal. Wyder shares this

opinion and .says that whenever we observe an increase of the pulse a

few days after afi operation, when the danger of infection is nearly over,

without elevation of temperature, the patient feeling comparatively well,

in short, without any appreciable cause, the attention of the surgeon

should be attracted upon that symptom which may possibly be due to a

manifest or latent thrombosis.

My personal experience in the matter differs from that of the

authors I have cited, and in none of the four cases of embolus which I

have met with, have I detected this peculiar character of the pulse.

However, I wanted to bring to your knowledge the pretentions of these

observers in ordet that, should you happen to notice the frequency of

the pulse on patients placed in the conditions above mentioned, you
might take the precautions which would to a certain extent release

your responsability.
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In this corner, always in the same enclosure, you see four tomb-
stones, bearing a similar inscription— " Vaginal hysterectomy ". All

four were operated for cancer of uterus. Three died from septicemia
between the third and the sixth day. With the fourth, there happened
an accident upon which I beg your permission to say a few words. The
precervical tissues were infiltrated, indurated. Notwithstanding the

care with which I proceeded to the separation of the cervix during the

first time of the operation, I unfortunately wounded the bladder upon
which I made such a r nt that 1 was at once compelled to abandon the

vaginal route, open the abdomen, and attempt to repair the wrong I

had committed. All went well during the two days which followed the

operation
; the vesical sutures held well as it was proven by the quan-

tity of urine gathered through the permanent catheter I had left in.

But, on the evening of the third day, the temperature went up, the pulse

became rapid and the patient died with all the symptoms of intense

septicemia. Well, at that time, there passed over all the wards of our
hospital, a regular wave of infection caused by a case of puerperal sep-

ticemia coming from the Maternity and admitted in the hospital by
mistake. Two other patients died of septicemia during the same week
after insignificant operations, one after the mere amputation of the

cervix and the other, three days following the ventro-fixation performed
by my assistant. The latter, a few days later, carried the infection in

his private practice, to one of his parturients who nearly died from it.

Is it this accidental infection which caused the death of my patient or
else, had she been contaminated during the necessarily long operation
she had undergone in conditions of possibly defective asepsis 1 I rely

upon your indulgence to incline rather towaids the first supposition.

At any rate, I avail myself of this occasion to declare that I have
lost a great deal of my enthusi.ism with regard to the ablation of the

uterus by the vagina. Tax me it you like with ingratitude for thus for-

saking my predilections of yore and burning to-day what I formerly
adored, I none the less remain unshaken in the firm conviction that, in

the majority of cases, when the uterus has to be removed, ive can
always do as rapidly and better in choosing the battlefield above the
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Mons Veneris. My belief with that respect has been subjected to the
same evolution as that of my excellent friend Professor Sejrond who
after visiting the Americans in the hope of making them share his ideas
concerning the superiority of vaginal hysterectomy, returned to France
entirely converted to the american opinion. Since then, the partisans of
the removal of the uterus by the vagina have all more or less withdrawn
the arguments they use to oppose to those who preferred the abdomi-
nal route, such as

: less mortality following vaginal hysterectomy, advan-
tage of not opening the abdomen and, above all, the absence of all

disgraceful cicatrix on the abdominal wall, convinced at last of the
emptiness of this latter objection, because after all, our fair patients
shall surely never come to dress low enough to alarm their coque-
try.

Let us stop a moment on the edge of this solitary grave, shyly
dissembled in the shade as if it feared to revive by its aspect the humllia-
tion which must have experienced the wretch who dug it.

A few years ago, a young woman came to consult me about a fecal
fistula situated in the middle of the abdomen between the umbilicus and
the pubes. She had been operated a few weeks previously by a sur-
geon of this city, for some pelvic affection. The abdomen had been
openedbutthewoundnever healed and of late, fecal matter was pre-
fusely escaping through the inferior angle ot the incision. Peculiar
sensation which she was complaining of in the rectum, led me to direct
my investigations toward that region. In introducing the linger in the
anus, I felt a soft foreign body upon which I immediately made a few
tractions. Like the juggler who pulls out of his mouth yards and yards
of ribbon the presence of which was not suspected, I gradually extrac-
ted one inch, two inches, six inches, eight inches of a long, soft, flexible
body, all coveFed with fecal matter. It was a gauze pad, forgotten in
the abdomen by the surgeon who had performed the operation.— I

operated the fistula which healed up rapidly, and I could not restrain a
contemptuous shrug in thinking of the colleague who had rendered
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himseir gruilty of such a blunder. Ah ! surely,

similar adventure would ever happen !

it is not to me that

I had entirely t'orgotten the fact that, ono day, scandalised by the

unslcilfulness of those who failed to properly tie their ligatures, I had

conceitedly induli,,'ed in reflexions of that kind. A short time later, I

was removing, on a young woman, a large tumor of the uterus. On
the evening of the same day, the chief nurse, with a scared look spread

upon her face, aprized me that, out of the twelve pads used during the

operation, only eleven could be found. The next morning. I cleverly

made the patient to understand that it was necessary to anesthetize her

again in order to remove certain ligatures. I reopened the abdomen
and easily found the missing compress. Usually, when I close the

abdomen after laparatomy, I carefully protect the intestinal coils with

a compress the extremity of which hangs out of the inferior angle of the

incision and rests upon the abdominal wall. Constantly hnving it

before my eyes, I cannot miss taking it out before tying the last stit-

ches. In this case, owing to the large size of the tumor, I had to make
a very long incision, and duiing the application of the sutures, the

whole of the comparatively short compress was laying in the abdomi-

nal cavity. I rapidly ran a continuous catgut on the edges of the

peritoneum held up by my assistant, and through the most culpable

inattention, we had both forgotten to wif-draw the article which

remained behind in the abdomen. The nurse herself was equally guilty
;

she shojid have attracted our attention upon this accident, even if she

had not heard resounding to her ears, the following question which I

seldom fail to ask before closing the abdomen :
*^ Hni'fi yon ntl your

path ?
"

However, the patient was none the worse for this adventure and
came off \\ ith a supplementary and entirely unnecessary anesthesia.

If 1 had only been cured of my akwardness as well as the patient of her

tumor ! ... But not at all ; listen.

Two years ago, I was called to operate outside of Ottawa, a

woman suffering from intestinal obstruction caused by bands of adhe-
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sions due to tubercular peritonitis. In the country, away from our well

equipped hospitals and helped by insufficient assistance, we are fre-

quently compelled to do almost everything ourselves : hemostasis,
handling of the ligatures, the pads, the sponges. Vou must confess
that this means a good deal, too much perhaps for a single man, espe-
cially when this man is the surgeon with all his senses kept on the

strain by the details of a difficult and delicate operation. A few days
after the operation, the colleague who had called me in consultation
informed me by telephone that the patient had some fever, that she felt

quite severe pain in the right flank where he trought he could detect

tenderness and a kind of elastic swelling.

—" It is most likely, said I, a purulent collection ; apply hot
fomentations and incise when you perceive fluctuation." That is what
he did and a large quantity of offensive pus escaped.

Singular abscess af.er all, thought I

come from ? .

.

' in petto "
I Where could it

Two weeks later, new message ; the abscess would not dry up,

suppuration was still qui profuse.

I then made at a distance a wonderful diagnosis ! Pray, do, at

least, grant me this merit. " There is certainly a foreign body at the

bottom ol that att'air, a compress perhaps."

The patient was brought in to Ottawa. An incision was made
over the lump, which could be distinctly felt in the right lower quadrant
of the abdomen, and I pulled out a gauze pad, rolled up and squatted
in the midst of a cavity filled with fetid pus and and situated in the

region of the appendix. At the end of a week, patient went home entir-

ely cured. As the greatest magnanimity has always been one of the

most remarkable features of my character, to the utter amazement of
the husband, I declined to claim any fee for this second and brillant

operation.

That is all very well, hut it was written that I could not be for ever
so fortunately protected by my lucky star.
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Woman, 40 yean. Jaundice ; painfull, ill-deHned tumor situated

between epigastrium and the region of the gall-bladder ; probably a

caljulus in the common duct. The abdomen was opened and I found a

cancerous growth of the head of the pancreas which naturally was

left undisturbed As the gall-bladder was largely distended with bile

and most likely infected, I did a cholocystotomy. Soon after the opera-

tion, the nurse announced that a compress was missing, adding that it

'i ad most likely been left in the abdomen of the patient. I refuseil to

believe that statement and assured her that in looking well the lost

article would be found somewhere. Two days later, the patient's con-

dition became such as to decide me to reopen the abdomen. I seeked

for a long time in vain for the wretched compress, naturally directing

my investigations toward the superior part of the abdominal cavity.

At last, I plunged my hand in the pelvis and there, laying over the

uterus, I discovered the delinquent already in a fair way to contract

adhesions with the surrounding tissues. The patient died two days

later of septicaemia. It is she who reposes at the bottom of this grave

which I often strew with my regrets and my repentance.

Dear friends, if I made before you the narrative of these varions

mishaps, it is certainly not—you will easily believe me—with the vue to

derive any vanity from it. But according to Holy Scripture, " Omnis
homo mendax ", every man is liable to err and no one as far as I know,

can boast of having always succeeded 1o escape this axiom which

threatens all human beings ; therefore, it is not impossible that some
day it should be the turn of some among you to be placed in similar

circumstances ; well, very often, it suffices to signal a danger to multi-

ply the chances of avoiding it.

To forget a sponge, an instrument, a pad in the abdomen of a

patient is an accident apparently so stupid that it seems inconceivable

that it should occur in the practice of an ever so liLtle attentive surgeon.

Still, reports of facts of that kind actually swarm in medical literature.

Allow me to cite a few of them, intentionally chosen among those

which tend to demonstrate the tolerance of the peritoneum in certain
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cam, and the •olicitudc with which Nature sometimes protects the

surgeon from the evil consequences of his misdeeds,

A surgeon ol Syracuse is one day called to see in consultation a

woman who, four montliH previously, had her uterus and appendages

removed by an eminent gynecologist in one of the largest hospitals of

New-York. Convalescence followed its natural course and the patient

returned to her home, carrying as remembraice of her operation only

an apparently insignificant fistula, situs d on the median line of the

abdomen. For quite a while, everything went on without the least

cloud when, at the end of July, four months after the operation, the

patient commenced to feel tired, complained of headache, chilliness and

had slight elevation of temperature during the early evening hours

These symptoms gradually increased and soon became accompanied by

paroxysms of pain in the abdomen, especially localised in the tight Iliac

fossa where could be detected the presence of a tumor, soft, tender and

the size of a man's fist. Alarmed by these strange phenomena, whose

nature could not be easily determined, the ordinary physic.nns of the

patient telegraphed to the New-York operator who unfortunately was

abroad on his holidays. They forcibly had to wait. Local iodine appli-

cations were inx'ituted. supplemented by tonics of all descriptions.

Strange to say ! all the symptoms gradually subsided and about the end

of August, the condition of the patient was entirely satisfactory, with

the exception of the fistula which obstinately persisted to discharge.

Three weeks later, new symptoms supervened such as : persistent

vomiting, constant nausea, obstinate constipation, iij short, all the

signs of intestinal occlusion. The tumor on the right side had faded

away, but there existed an other, offering very nearly the same chara-

ter as the first, and occupying the whole of the inferior part of the

abdomen on the left side. An immediate surgical interference was

deemed necessary and decided for the next morning but during the

night, the patient passed by the rectum, a large gauze pad folded many

times upon itself and surrounded by feces. This pad had remained six

months in the abdominal cavity and given rise to the train of symptoms
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and phyk'cal nifrnt iilrcady related ; at last, after having plowed its way
through tiie intestine, It had been rejected outside by the intelligent

efforts of Nature, helped by Providence who evidently was watching

with the utmost solicitude over the destiny of this privileged patient.

Meratens of Ousaeldorf reports the case of a young woman who. a

short time after having been operated for suppurated appendages,

shoT^ed symptoms <•' testinal stenosis, associated with severe cramp

—like pains in theumi /cal region. Examination revealed on that level

the presence of cylindrical tumor which could be moved in every direc-

tion with the i;reatest facility. A new laparatomy performed five

months after the first, showed the tumor to be constituted by a segment

uf the smalt intestine, largely distended and of a doughy consistence-

Above the tumor, the bowel seemed perfectly healthy but below it, the

coils were gradually lost in a mass of adhesions situated in the right

iliac fossa. While these adhesions were being separated, a transverse

and almost complete tear of the intestine happened on a level with the

superior limit nf the tumor. It was then perceived that the latter was

due to a large gau'e compress, tightly imbedded in the lumen of the

bowel and imhided with fecal matter. Extraction of the compress
;

resection of the whole segment of the intestine already gangrenous
;

circular end-to-end anastomo*-is ; complete recovery. That compress,

forgotten in the abdomen during the f^rst operation, must have at first

given rise to an encysted peritoneal abscess ; the latter, having later

burst through a coil of intestine, peristalsis had caused the compress

to gradually and entirely make its way into the gut. Then the com-

munication between the peritioneal absces.-; and the intestine having

closed up, the foreign body found itselft included in the intestinal

cavity where it produced the symptoms of obstruction which necessi-

tated the second operation.

Chaput, at a meeting of the Soci^t^ de Chirurgie, held on Decem-

ber 12th, 1900, relate the history of the wife of one of his colleagues

who was suffering from a pyo-stercoral fistula. This patient h-id
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«lr«iidy been lubjtcied to Ihrca laparotomitB ; two for extra-utcrint

pregnnncy and a third for vtntral hrrria. It is after thiN taut opera,

tton. which dated from fi-^n tfmr», thit had tuken place the pyo*Ntercn*

ral fiHtula for which Chaput performed a fourth laparatomy The open-

ing oi the abdomen revealed the presence of a voluminous tumor,

constituted by an intestinal coil which at firNt Hight seemed to be the

seat of a neoplasm. A longitunal incision allowed him to remove a

gauze compress twenty inrhes square. The rent in the intestine was

sutured and the patient made an uneventful recovery.

In ir02, Pilate and Michaux published two similar cases. In one,

the compress spontaneouslv came out through the anus and, in (he

second case, Michaux was compelled to resect the intestine, owing to

the alterations produced by the foreign body,

These cases, gentlemen, tend to clinically confiim the correctness of

the interesting experiments which allowed Jalaguier and Mauclaire to

study the migration through the -ntestine of compresses left in the

peritoneal cavity in lower animals.

At last, one of the French newspapers cited by the Revue Fran-

^aine de McJecine et de Chirurg'e, recounts that laparotomy was

recently performd twice on a woman, once by an American and once

by a German surgeon, but her. sufferings being unabard, her abdomen

was opened for the third time by a French surgeon wi o found that she

was harboring a pair of eye-glasses. It is suggested that a contention

may arise as to whether it was the American or the German that planted

them !

Now, Gentlemen, let us take this by-walk to the right and respect-

fully incline in passing before the tomb of these two poor women,

killed by the so-called radical cure for ventral hernia. Both succumbed

to analogous complications : fistula of the small intestine. With the

first, afflicted for eight years with an enormous hernia following laparo-

tomy, I found the intestinal coils adherent and extremely fragile.
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Notwithsi^ndinif the f^reatest care used to separate the adhesicns, the

bowel was torn in several places. Sutures were applied everywhere,

but a few days after the operation fistulous tracts appeared, half digest-

ed matter incessantly escaped out of the small intestine and the patient

died from exhaustion. The operation performed on the second woman
was far from being* so complicated, and I still wonder to-day what could

have been the cause of the Hstula, situated also on the small intestine,

and which ended in the same disastrous manner.

!

But what is the meaning of this multitude of crosses ? These rows

of coffins and tombstones ! Are we In the catacombs "r in some Egyp-

tian necropolis ? Or are we rather, already transported in the valley

ofjehosaphat were we are promised that the Sovereign Judge shall

come to unmask at last in appalling trumpet-tones human hypocrisy ?

No, it is the vault where lie in their everlasting rest, the unfortu-

nate individuals who, afflicted with appendicitis or intestinal obstruc-

tion, and in spite or perhaps on account of surgical intervention, have

passed away from the operating table to the grave. Thirteen intestinal

obstructions ; ten appendicitis ; twenty victims !

I had taken the firm determination not to divulge my mortuary

statistics ; however, I shall venture to do it, recommending myself to

your clemency. Out of thousand operations, I had fifty-nine deaths ;

let us say sixty in round figures ; besides, nothing assures me that

some of the wounded have not, unknown tome, gone to die elsewere.

Well, out of these sixty dead, thirteen succumbed to intestinal obs-

truction, that is, almost 22 o/o !.. And if now I dared place opposite

this percentage, the total figure of all those I operated tor this formi-

dable disease, you would shudder at the insignificant number of those

who escaped. I look upon acute intestinal obstruction, as the most

terrific ailment that the surgeon has to deal with, and the results of

surgical inte*'lerence In cases of that kind constitute in the hands of all,

a regular opprobrium for surgery. Why ?.. Because, whatever may
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be the nature of the ubstruction, the operation is nearly always done

too late. It is really astonishing' to witness in some occasions, the

extent and the gravity of the ravag^es which have already taken place

In the abdomen of patients who, belore operation, presented only mild

subjective symptoms ; and it has often been my experience to find the

bowels perforated and a considerable amount of fecal matter effusod in

the peritoneal cavity, when nothing in the comparatively good appear-

ance of the patient, could have made me even suspect the existence of

such serious complication;. And, if I were permitted to risk an

advice, I would say : In all acute intestinal obstruction, never waste

your time in the illusive hope of spontaneous amendment or ia the

attempt to arrive at some etiological diagnosis which you will far

more surely reach, when the lesions are before your eyes ; open the

abdomen without delay ; four days, three days after the onset of the

symptoms, sheath your knife or else expect a failure.

Here, my friends, we are among old acquaintances ; this is the

part of the vault, allotted to those who died after appendectomy. There

are ten of them ; too many perhaps, but relatively few when we take

into consideration the great number of appendicitis that I have oper-

ated within the last twelve years. Let me tell you, in a few words, the

circumstances which preceded the death of these patients :

No. 1.—Young girl, K vears ; operated out in the country, on the

6th day of the disease. Very deep infection ; temperature 104
; peri-

. appendicial abcess. Appendix resected ; drainage ; death two days

after operation.

No. 2 — Little girl, aged 9 years. Fulgurous onset. Operated on

the second day ; diffuse peritonitis; pus everywhere. Resection of

gangrenous appendix ; drainage ; death at the end of four days.

No. 3.—Young man, 16 years of age. Was seen in consultation

on the 4th day of the diasease when i strongly urged operation which

was refused. After a few days of abatement, the symptoms returned

and I was called to operate. 1 found the patient in full peritonitis.
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Appendectomy. The abdominal cavity was tilled with pus which could
be seen oozing in every direction amongst the intestinal coils. Death
within 24 hours.

No. 4.-Man, aged 24 ; brought in to the hospital on the second
day of the disease which at once assumed the course of general perito-
nitis. The abdomen was enormously distended. The cecum was
found perforated close to Gerlach's valve ; intestines glued with lymph,
but no purulent collection. The perforation was closed with sero-
serous sutures and I deemed more prudent not to seek for the appen-
dix. Iodoform gauze inserted. Death in a few hours.

No. 5. -Man, aged 37. Refuses operation during the first
days, claims it on the 14th day. Abscess occupying tb- whole iliac
tossa. Pus evacuated, drainage

; appendix not removed. Gets worse
and worse and dies in a few days ofpyemia.

No. 6.-Man, 40 years. Same story ; refuses operation at the
beginning, operated on the 10th day. Gangrenous appendix, abdomen
full of pus. Dies twelve days after operation of pyemia, accompanied
by the characteristic intermittent course of temperature.

No. 7.—Man, 37 years. Sudden onset with sharp pain at McBur-
ney's point. A physician consulted, believes in mere indigestion and
prescribes purgatives. Symptoms becoming worse, patient entered
the hospital where he was operated on the 4th day. Appendix Gan-
grenous and perforated

; no pus. Resection of the appendix, drainage.
Death three days later from septic peritonitis.

No. 8. -Dentist, aged 20. Enters hospital four days after the
beginning of the disease. Gangrenous appendix removed. Purulent
collection in pelvis

; drainage. Death on the Srd day from septicemia.

No. 9. -.Man, 40 years of age. Enters hospital and is operated on
the 3rd day. Gangrenous appendix ; no pus. Resection of appendix
and abdomen closed without drainage. All goes welt for several days
but, very soon, the course of temperature causes m« to suspect reten-
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tion of pus somewhere
.

The wjjnd is reopened and the examination
of the abdominal cavity remained entirely nejfalive. Symptoms stead-
ily got worse ; every evening, temperature rose to 105, preceded by
severe rigor. Hamatological examination : 16.000 leucocytes. Deiith

on the 21st day. Autopsy: Nothing special was found in the iliac

fossa, the prececal region being absolutely normal. After prolonged
researches, a large metastatic abscess was discovered between the
folds of the mesentery at the superior part of the abdominal cavity.

The sac contained a large quantity of offensive greenish pus and
appeared closed evervwhere, offering no communication whatever with
the region of the appe^ iix.

1'

1

No. 10- I have kept for the last, Gentlemen, the history of this

little child's tomb, still humid with the tears of the poor mother. I also

myself tenderly loved this charming little man of twelve years of age,
and it was with a real feeling of anguish that, called one dav to attend

him, 1 discovered that he was suffering from appendicitis. I hasten to

declare. Gentlemen, that I have long ago embraced the opinion of those
wo are utterly convinced that appendicitis must be considered as essen-

tially belonging to the province of surgery, and that, therefore, in almost
every case, we must resort to operation, provided we are called in at

the very onset of the disease. I know perfectly well that a great num-
ber of appen.licitis may and do spontaneously gf well and with the

help of medical treatment alone, but what signs will at the beginning
make us recognize the cases which will follow this favorable cour.se f

The cases which will remain benign and those which will end in deadly
peritoniti-i, very frequently assume a the onset exactly the ame beha-
viour. Should you confine yourselves in a sort of armed expectation,

imprudently awaiting what is called " timely interference," I pity

you ; such an attitude prepares f r you very lamentable disap-

pointments. Still, the word alon of op^raliim always resounds
in a terrific manner to the ears of the patient and the persons around,

and the surgeon is invariably flooded with torrents of thanks and
expressions of gratitude, whenever he declares that operation is not
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neceaary. I was well aware of the feelings of terror with which my
little patient as well as his parents were impressed with this regard •

the disease, besides, was presenting itself with mitigated symptoms :

very little fever, moderate pains, satisfactory general .ondition, in
short, I decided to risk expectation ; for once, I would surely not have
occasion to repent. For a whole week, everything went on beautifully,
and I was already congratulating myself for having hid the opportu-
nity of being agreable to the whole family, when on the evening of the
eighth day, I was informed by telephone that temperature suddenly
rose to 103

; there was constant vomitting, and the little patient was a
prey to the greatest distress. I rushed to hi. side and found myself in
presence of general diffuse peritonitis ! The patient was immediately
taken to thehospital and operated as soon »% possible. The whole
abdominal cavity was filled with fetid pus ; the appendix, neither
gangrenous or perforated, was adherent to the side of the pelvis
Resection and drainage

; death in a few hours.

This bitter lesson, my friends, shall always remain deeply buried
in my memory. Let the interventionists and the non-interventionists
continue if they like to seek the solution of their eternal problem-
let them heap up on both sides the most ingenious arguments in sup.
port of their respective opinion ; as far as I am concerned, I am alto-
gether out of the fight, and whenever I shall happen to meet with a
case of appendicitis which has not yet reached the end of the third day
I will urge operation, whatever may be the firmness of my diagnosis'
because even if the latter be still wavering, I shall have in op-rating ai
the stage, everything to gain and nothing to lose

Now, Gentlemen, what influence has the operation had on the
fatal termination of the cases I have just related ? It is hard to say
However, I may be permitted to believe that thost patients simply
continued to die, in spite and not on account of the operation they had
undergone, and in the supposition that the disease had been allowed to
tollow its spontaneous course, the final result would have been the same
Moreover, how many of these patients would perhaps be still alive if
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instead of resortinj; to surgical intervention only wlien the organism
was saturated with septic products, the appendix had been removed
from the appearance of the very first symptoms !

Where, may I ask you, do all these cases of appendicitis come
from .- Is this desease merely what we formerly used to call : peritv-

phlitis, inflammation of the bowels, peritonitis '!
I do not think so. Be

It as it may, their number is simply astonishing and seems to increase
more and more every day. Since we cannot he held responsible for the

plague which afflict humanity, I venture to express the hope that this

desease is not, for a while at least, doomed to disappear ; it alone,
almost suffices to maintain the living of the physician I Who knows ?

It is quite possible that, tought by experience, we shall one day enjoy
the gratification of having succeeded in reducing to naught, in ihe
surgical treatment of appendicitis, the mortality of our surgical statis-

tics. Then will it be the golden age of abdominal surgery ! Unfortu-
nately for the specialist, every physician, authorized or not, but protec-

ted by antisepsis if not by his surgical knowltdge, will not resist the

desire of wielding the knife and do also his little appendectomy, and
we, poor gynecologists, victims of the unjust application of a sort of
Idunro's doctrine, and driven away from a portion of a territory which
in my opinion we rightly claim as our own, we shall find ourselves
shut up in our last entrenchments, having for sole consolation our
disregarded experience. Luckily, there will always remain to quench
our thirst, some women tired of their ovaries or yearning for the resti-

tution of the virginal dimensions of their relaxed genitals.

Gentlemen, I will end here this mournful excursion which you had
the kindness to join. It is with a true feeling of lelief that I quit this

sorrowful abode where are buried with my poor dead ones, the painful

impressions I so frequently experienced, the anguish which tortured

my soul when, listening to the voice of m_, conscience after the loss of
a patient, I felt myself impelled to face the problem of my direct

responsability in the occurrence of the disaster. In the hope of inter-

esting you, I made a sincere confession cf the misfortunes that befell
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among the tombo.

me, and, seeking in nowise whatever, to escape Ihe punishment incur-

red by my culpability, without uttering the least murmur nor even
claiming the benefit of extenuating circumstances, I personally condemn
myself to be stoned. Still, repentent, humiliated, the instinct of

conservation, and the hope of perhaps escaping the fate which threa-

tens me, induce me to entrust my safety in the following humble
prayer : Let the surjjeon cast the first stone who does not carry

around with him a little cemetery in some corner of his memory.

L. COYTEUX PRfeVOST,

Gynecologist to St. Luke'a Hospital, Ottawa.

November 17th, 1905.




